SCOTT WOLPERT
The metric λ Λ is known to be given by the following expression (π/log ρ)csc(π log| z |/log ρ)\dz/z |.
We consider a particular deformation of the annulus A. For t ^ 1 let A, = {z t | 1 < | z t \ < p f } then the map
is quasiconformal with Beltrami differential By considering solutions ω(z) of the Beltrami differential equation ω z -= μω z where μ is a Beltrami differential it is seen that the curve of Riemann surfaces A, is represented by the curve (t -lit + l)(z l\ z \fdzldz CM (A), t i= 1.
As described in our previous paper [16] For a compact Riemann surface R of genus g, g ^ 2 one can identify the cotangent space at the point R of Teichmuller space with the regular quadratic differentials Q(R) of R and the tangent space at R with the Beltrami differentials M(R) modulo those which are infinitesimally trivial, [1] . In this instance the Weil-Petersson metric and cometric are given by Definition 1.1 on replacing A by R, [15] . 
Proof
Consider the following regions in H C(l,θ Q ) = {z\lmz>
The Poincare area of C(/, 0 O ) (resp. C(/, 0 b 0 2 )) is 2/cot θ 0 (resp. 2/(cot θ λ -cot 0 2 )). The self map oi H z » z exp / identifies the boundaries of C ( The following lemmas of N. Halpern [9] and L. Keen [10] are essential to our argument. Observe that 2/cot0, represents the area of A(/, 0 f ). LEMMA 2.7. Let R be a compact Riemann surface of genus g, g ^ 2. There exists a constant c 3 > 0 such that there are at most 3g -3 simple closed Poincare geodesies of length at most c 3 .
Proof of Lemma 2.7. By Lemma 2.6 one can choose c 3 < c λ such that the width of A (/, 0i) for / g c 3 is at least c 3 . The conclusion now follows since there are at most 3g -3 mutually disjoint, homotopically nontrivial, simple closed curves on JR which are mutually not freely homotopic.
Let Φ, = cot" These inequalities will now be used to estimate the diameter of R g . The region K c CR g is compact and thus has finite ω diameter. Let a Riemann surface R represent a point in T g such that π g (R)£K c , with γ b , γ n the geodesies of R of length less than c'. The object is to "fatten" R in a neighborhood of each of γ u , y n thereby obtaining a surface in K c . By Lemma 2.6 a region A(/, ft) can be considered as a coordinate neighborhood of y x where / is the length of γi. A new surface R* can be formed by removing the part of A(/, ft) corresponding to A (/, Φ/) and identifying the boundaries by the map z »-> z exp /(π -2Φ/). Thus A(/, ft, Φ/) represents a coordinate patch in a neighborhood of the gluing and the original coordinates are chosen otherwise. In a neighborhood of the gluing λ R | Λ , the Poincare metric of R restricted to /?*, is defined in terms of the coordinate patch A(l, ft,Φ z ); for coordinate patches disjoint from the gluing λ i? | /? * = λ i? . Assuming that λ R \ R * is ultrahyperbolic Theorem 2.3 implies that λκ| R .Sλκ. where λ R * is the Poincare metric of R *. To show that λ R \ R * is ultrahyperbolic it suffices to consider the metric in a neighborhood of the gluing. Define the metric λ(z)\dz\ on C(/, ft,Φ,) by setting λ{z)\dz \ = \dz\/lmz forl<|z|< exp /, ft < arg z < Φ, and λ(z)\dz\ = \ dz\/Im(z exp i(2Φ, -π)) for 1 < I z I < exp /, 7r -Φ/ < arg z < π -ft that A (z)| dz | satisfies (ii) of Definition 2.2 relative to the quotient metric of C(/, ft, Φ/) is clear. The objective is to show that R * is "fat" in the free homotopy class of γi and that no new (i.e., other than γ 2 , * * , y n ) "pinched" free homotopy classes were introduced. Let y t CR * be a simple closed λ R * geodesic of length less than c 1 . If γ* does not intersect the gluing then yt can also be considered as a curve γ 0 on R. Since λ R \ R * ^ λ R * the length of γ 0 is also less than c'. If γ 0 is freely homotopic to y λ then y 0 can be lifted to the universal cover H of R with initial point z 0 and end point z x such that |z o | = 1 and \z x \ = exp/. By the assumption that γ* is disjoint from the gluing the lift of γ 0 is disjoint from the domain A(/, Φ,) and thus by estimate (2.5) has length at least c', a contradiction. By Lemma 2.7 γ J cannot intersect and yet be distinct from the geodesies γ 2 , * *', y n -Thus γ 0 must be freely homotopic to one of γ 2 , , y n CR or γ* intersects the gluing. If γ * is contained in A (/, ft, Φ/) then it must be freely homotopic to γi a case considered above; otherwise γ* intersects the gluing and the boundaries of Λ(/, 0,, Φ z ) hence crosses the domain. By estimate (2.4) γ* has length at least c' in terms of the AKI^^AJ?* metric, a contradiction. Thus γ* is freely homotopic to one of γ 2 , , y n > The deformation corresponding to the replacing of A (/, ft) by A (/, ft, Φ/) can be realized in terms of quasiconformal maps. For A = A(/, ft, Φ/) = {z 11 < I z I < p} the domain A (/, ft) corresponds to the deformation of A given by the element (t -1/t + l) (z/\z \fdz/dz E M(A(l, ft, Φ^) where r = (ττ-2ft)/2(Φ / -ft). We consider (r -1/τ + l)(z/|z \fdz\dz restricted to A (/, ft, Φ/) C R * 1 ^ T ^ ί as a curve in M(R *). The estimate for an annulus given by (1.4) can be now applied upon noting that λ R \ A^λA and Q(R)\ A CQ(A), [16] . The Weil-Petersson length of this curve is seen to be bounded in terms of E(A(l, ft,Φ/)) 1/2 . Estimate (2.6) bounds the latter quantity by the constant c 2 /2 . Repeating this "fattening" process n times a surface JR E K C is obtained. By Lemma 2.7 n^3g-3; the above remarks now yield ω(R,R)( 3g -3)c 2 /2 . The proof is complete.
3. The Poincare diameter and length of the shortest closed geodesic. Let R be a compact Riemann surface of genus g, g = 2. Let 1{R) denote the length of the shortest closed Poincare geodesic and d(R) the Poincare diameter of R. The following lemma is a consequence of the considerations of 2. Observing that n is at most 3g -3 the upper bound is now established. In contrast to the present lemma the constructive estimate for l(R) sufficiently small was given by L. Bers, [4] .
